For the last issue of 2018 we deal with the subject of sex and reproduction. While sexually motivated homicides are rare, clinical forensic medicine deals with sexual assaults and issues around reproductive medicine in both adults and children far more commonly. This issue benefits from the wisdom of experienced practitioners writing in these areas. While some attorneys in court cases try to isolate forensic pathology from clinical medicine, we are a clinical discipline practicing the art and science of medicine and we can only gain when we have such excellent collaboration as we see here in this issue. This Journal has grown over the last eight years and its model of a combination of reviews and original articles has proved very popular with forensic pathologists and those who use our skills. This month I had requests from two separate lawyers for a paper I co-wrote in Academic Forensic Pathology and I hope will be of use in the tribunals they appear in. Do not think your work is not read by a wider audience. We play a central role in public health and the criminal and civil justice systems. Our specialty is represented by our contributions including reviewing our science and contributing new knowledge. Every publication counts.
Christopher M. Milroy MBChB MD LLB BA LLM FRCPath FFFLM FRCPC DMJ
Editor-In-Chief I would like to thank Dr. Little, our Guest Editor for all her hard work in gathering such a fine set of authors. You will also see a letter to the Editor about a paper published in AFP of which I was a coauthor. We welcome debate. It is healthy for everyone to have their work examined and if anyone wants to comment on the work in this Journal we will gladly receive these contributions.
I would also particularly like to thank the production staff of Don and Lori for their untiring work in producing the Journal. Each issue gets longer, packed with content that benefits forensic pathology. I thank all the authors who have striven to publish in our Journal and the readers. We are greatly encouraged by the feedback we get. I would finally like to wish everyone a happy holiday period and we will see you in the New Year.
